The importance of "Planning the Plan"

This meeting will see Lou Vidotto, Managing Director of Vidotto Group and a senior Project Controls Manager with nearly 40 years' experience, discuss the importance of setting up the plan for a project study or delivery.

We expect our contractors / EPCM’s / EPC’s to bid a contract in an extremely short time. We then award the contract and expect them to start, often without allowing the time necessary to effectively plan their approach. This more often than not leads to poor and late delivery of the study or project. Delivery methodology expects that contracts can get off to a fast start due to tight completion deadlines. We expect our contractors to plan on the run!

There are some basics required such as

- Establishing the base lines
- Procedures
- Detailed work and execution plans
- Understanding the project outcomes required.

Lou Vidotto has and has seen first-hand the impacts of not planning for success and more importantly the benefits of early planning.

For further information CPD events & Group Engagement Team or visit our website.
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